Process Improvement, Agile, Project Management, Change
Management, Organizational Development

Our values reflect the core of who we are

Communication and
Responsiveness

We strive to maintain open
lines of communication and
transparency with you
throughout our work
together. We want your
teams to be fully up-tospeed on the work we are
doing together.
Read more

Servant Leadership

Everything we do is
intended to help your
teams grow, develop,
and perform at a higher
level. It is not about us,
and we don’t want it to
be.

Read more

Foster Accountability

Focus on
Improvement

Time Value of
Life

We help our clients visualize
and blaze the trail towards
greater accountability for
individual and collective
performances.

We believe there is room
for improvement and
growth in all areas. We
embrace improving
ourselves and role modeling
an actionable change-ready
mindset that will help you
move the needle forward.

We value the active
pursuit of joy in both
our personal and
professional lives and
believe we can be
successful in each
simultaneously.

Read more

Read more

Read more
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What we do

Transition Slide
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Offering our services in a way that best suits your needs
With nimbleness and flexibility, we bring your business strategy to life - why pay for a full time person when the project doesn’t require it

Change
Management

Process
Improvement

Uncovering and
removing roadblocks
so change is
communicated well
and adopted across
the organization

Value stream mapping
and re-imagining your
processes

Project
Management
Establishing and
supporting the
foundational
infrastructure so your
projects run on time,
scope and budget

Organizational
Development
Evolving your people,
process and
technology to adapt to
changing customer
and market needs

Agile Consulting
Build in adaptability
and continuous
improvement through
Scrum, Kanban, WSJF,
and other Agile
methods while your
team delivers results
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Change Management Service:
Align your employees to Leadership’s vision of the future! Our Change Management process integrates with your internal systems, captures the
unique needs and nuances of your organization and engages employees in a meaningful way.

Change Needs Assessment

Change Strategy and Plan

Execution Leadership & Support

What impact will change have? Are your
people, processes, and systems ready for
it? We’ll start by assessing the impacts
and determining readiness.

We’ll connect your desired outcomes
with time-tested tactics, all while
mitigating risk and aligning with the
Project Roadmap.

We’ll coach your team to champion your
new strategy and plan. Ready for action?
We’ll empower you to get started.
●

●
●
●

Key Stakeholder Heat Maps
Baseline Readiness & Impact Analysis
Risk Identification

●

●

Strategy and Plans for sponsorship,
alignment, engagement,
communications, and training
Readiness Dashboards

●
●
●

Change Plan Implementation
Impact / Readiness Assessments
Response Plans
Communications & Engagement
Collateral
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AJC’s Process Improvement Service
We guide your team through a journey of awareness, alignment, standardization, and improvement that you can repeat over and over.

Process Improvement
Preparation

Process Mapping

“Quick Wins” Process
Documentation

Long Term Process
Improvement

Identify processes that are
suitable for transformation and
prepare your teams for action.

Facilitate and scribe in-person
or virtual mapping sessions so
that your team can participate
fully with their great ideas and
expertise.

Document processes in a
standard template, guiding
your team to incorporate Quick
Wins for immediate
improvements.

Guide your Roadmap to best meet
your needs as you scale and fortify
current systems and ensure the
sustainability of new processes

●

●

●

Process Mapping Basics
training
Process Mapping
facilitation using visual
technology
Optional: Team Survey

●

●
●
●
●
●

Current State Map
Full Improvements list
Prioritized Quick Wins
“Major” Improvement list
Future State Process Map

●
●
●

Standardized Procedures
Quick Wins Implementation
Training support and
accountability

●
●
●

Future Recommendations
Memorandum
Specific Research/Modeling
New Proposal, if applicable
Referral Introductions, if
applicable
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Project Management Service
Our Project Management services can scale your team and help you organize, align, stay accountable, and execute.
We will integrate with your existing team, align on the project vision and success metrics and ensure all stakeholders are adequately engaged

Team Kick-Off

Establish Core Team and
Governance

Execution and Issue
Resolution

Hypercare Support:

Build the foundation

Enable your Core Team and set
up your steering committees
for efficient and effective
decision-making

Manage all details and
unexpected issues during the
project to keep it on track.

Tackle any issues that arise
after project completion before
your team takes over for long
term ownership.

●
●

●
●

Project Charter Document
Team Roles &
Responsibilities
Milestone Schedule
Risks and High-Level
Mitigation

●
●

●

●
●

Operating Agreement
Document
Meeting Cadence &
Agendas
Escalation Plan
Vacation Calendar

●

●
●

Core Team Tracker
Regular Leadership Report
Out 1-pager
Meeting facilitation
Issue Escalation and
Resolution

●

●

Outstanding Issues List
handover
Coaching for company
leaders for future issue
resolution
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Organizational Development Services
Effectively support your organization, its leaders and employees in transformation initiatives as you adapt to ever-changing business environment.

Visioning

Leadership Alignment

Effective Accountability

Communication plan

Develop a compelling, inclusive
vision of the future

Growth and change gain
traction when staff understand
and align with the leaders’
style, expectations, and vision

Develop a Roles and
Responsibilities Organization
Chart to succinctly describe
how your team will fulfill the
vision and expectations of the
Leadership team.

An effective communications
plan will unite all staff around
common goals, and will
establish and enhance the
credibility of your change
program.

●
●

●

Current State Assessment
Stakeholder interviews and
compatibility maps
Organizational Development
Needs Assessment

●

●
●

Future State Roadmap with
well-defined roles &
responsibilities
Implementation Strategy
Establish lines of authority
and consistent
communication

●

●

Planning, Implementation,
evaluation, improvement
and monitoring
Framework for
transformation, enabling
long term scalability and
growth

●

●

Develop a messaging and
Branding Platform and
Awareness Campaign
Develop an Ambassador
Program, Marketing Toolkit,
Roadshow Deck
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Agile Consulting Services
Enable your organization to be more agile and efficient while increasing overall visibility into your team’s activities

Agile Training & Setup

Facilitated Sprint Practicum

Scrum Master and Product
Owner Coaching

Hypercare

Training intact Teams and
Managers to understand Agile
philosophy, Scrum principles
and values

Facilitate your Practicum with
the approach: “I do, We do, You
do.” Our
consultants collaborate with
your teams, train them and let
them take over when ready

Coach your designated Scrum
Master(s) and Product
Owner(s) and continuously
support their upskilling

We remain available for specific
coaching or Q&A to ensure that
your Scrum Master(s), Product
Owner(s), and leadership are
empowered and prepared to
continue the cadence of
delivery and improvement

●
●

●

Intro to Scrum Training
Agile Overview Training for
Managers
(Sprint) Backlog Grooming
Training and Facilitation

●
●

Daily Standup Facilitation
Sprint Review,
Retrospective, and Sprint
Planning Facilitation

●

●

Daily Coaching Sessions
with Documented
Questions/Issues
Additional Scrum Master
and Product Owner Training

●

●

Targeted Agile
Consulting/Coaching
Coaching Handoff
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What do our customers think of us?
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Enabling growth through future state design and process mapping
Client Problem
Legacy Software System Unable to efficiently handle High-Volume Growth

What we did
• Facilitated Current and Future State Process Mapping, Stakeholder assessments to define New Systems Requirements list
• Evaluate Current System upgrades against “off-the-shelf” or “custom” system options for requirements, costs, compliance, and implementation
timeline
• Create Executive Recommendation Summary and Rationale presentation for effective decision making by Leadership Team

Impact/Results
• Current State processes defined and documented
• Comprehensive list of System requirements to meet future state growth
• Robust Recommendations Summary with justification prepared for Leadership Team review

Regional Clinical Laboratory and Research Organization
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“

"Their resources were honest
about the things we needed to
do differently."

Will Fox, COO Precision Analytical
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Enhanced performance confidence through process redesign
Client Problem
Tribal Knowledge, Non-Standard and Inefficient Processes, Outdated System

What we did
•
•
•
•

Facilitated Process Mapping to Standardize “one way” of doing things
Led Client Project Teams to implement “Quick Win” Process Improvement ideas
Future State Process Map highlighted Requirements for long term improvement
System Selection to meet Future State

Impact/Results
• Documented, Standard Processes
• Confident high-performing teams
• New System Requirements to support future growth

Alternative power system provider
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“

"Without Andrea Jones
Consulting, LLC, none of the
accomplishments were possible."

Brad Lyons, President Power Systems West
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Turnaround of major system implementation
Client Problem
ERP Implementation Off Track, No Company-Wide Communication in Months

What we did
• Brought in an experienced Project Manager who quickly got up to speed
• Created an effective schedule, held team members accountable for activities, adjusted quickly when shifts occurred
• Brought in an experienced Change Manager who initiated a Change/Comms Plan and kept the entire organization aware and ready for the new
system at Go-Live

Impact/Results
• Realistic schedule that kept pace even while the organization grew and dealt with external change (COVID, etc.)
• Team aligned and ready to perform in the new system environment
• New System in place to support scalable growth

Enterprise level Manufacturer and Logistical Service provider
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“

“They’ve been a great partner —
we’ve been very impressed with
the resources they’ve provided
us so far.”
Jeff Stein, Director Supply Chain Erickson Air Crane
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Enabled time-sensitive remote learning platform for Technical Institute
Client Problem
Diversify Instructional Options with Online Platform and Learning Management System

What we did
• Managed LMS Implementation with Client and Vendor
• Managed Client Team to bring curriculum to online learning platform
• Facilitated transition between outgoing and incoming company President

Impact/Results
• Launched LMS within 5 months
• Transitioned new and exiting students into new system with online platform
• Streamlined transfer of knowledge for new President to 2 weeks

Multi-Discipline Technical Institute
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“

"The communication was great and
succinct."

DJ Schmidt, President & CEO IAHA
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Targeted solutions to what’s most important to you...

Are your projects and initiatives falling short in realizing the benefits you’ve set
out to achieve?
Project Management
Are your technology systems outdated or hindering your growth?
Change Management
Are you growing your talent footprint and assimilating new leaders?

Are inefficient processes generating waste and slowing you down?

Do you wish you could speed up product development?

System Selection Support

Organizational Development

Agile

Communications
Is your team challenged to adopt new ways of working?

Process Improvement
Are your messages falling on deaf ears?
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Delivered over $5.2M in savings through effective system adoption
Client Problem
Need adoption of Online Efficiency Program to serve 4500+ employees

What we did
•
•
•
•

Develop a robust Change and Communications Plan taking into consideration Stakeholders from all affected Departments
Created and stored all program related content for Launch team use
Clarify program messaging and offerings for New and Existing users
Increase internal adoption of the program, and drive users towards a consolidated intake portal

Impact/Results
• Added 1,000 new users in one year
• Delivered $5.2M in cost savings to the organization
• Instilled long-lasting partnerships for future collaboration throughout the organization

Global Pharmaceutical / Biotech Company
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“

The success of our awareness efforts with
AJC not only increased platform adoption,
but also opened up partnership
opportunities to expand its scope and
deliver even greater potential value to the
organization.
Client Senior Program Manager
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Our talented team
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“

"Andrea Jones Consulting’s team
is very professional and overly
communicative."

Kaci Cullen, EVP Engagement EC Electric
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Our Team

Andrea Jones
Principal and Founder

Robin Gervasoni
Senior Organizational
Change Management
Consultant

Erika Halperin
Agile and
Strategy Consultant

Barry Chapman
Executive:
Business Operations, OD
Consultant

Terry Smith
Organizational
Development Consultant

Alex Jones
Senior Agile
Consultant

Charae Gibbs
Senior Organizational
Change Management
Consultant

Patricia Freeman
Organizational Change
Management Consultant

Joel Stangeland
Agile Consultant, Project
Manager, Enterprise Architect

Janell Hosch
Process Improvement, Project
Management Consultant

Erin Barsuglia
Process Improvement,
Project Management
Consultant

Sally Thomsen
Project & Change Manager,
Process Improvement
Consultant

Diana Muirhead
Agile Project Manager,
Process Improvement
Consultant

Angie Glawe
Project Manager,
Agile Consultant

Julie Bryan
Project Manager, Process
Improvement Consultant

Grace Chang
Agile Project Manager and
Process Improvement
Specialist

Melissa Weesner
Project Manager,
Process Improvement
Consultant

Desiree Fawcett
Project Manager,
Process Improvement
Consultant
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Why AJC?
●
●

●

●
●

●

Get a fresh perspective on handling challenges or controversial projects
Learn from real-life examples and best practices collected over 15 years of proven success in the
Biotech, Manufacturing, and Technical Services industries
Boost your horsepower with temporary, full or part-time, highly skilled team members, in a way
that fits your budget
Benefit from a specialized skill-set you don't have in-house, when you need it
Collaboratively build and implement new programs, projects and effective strategies - along with
tangible tactical deliverables and laser-focused action plans
Up-level your team with our strong "people" coaches prepare you to take over after we leave

Our Clients Get it
AJC’s clients have a Growth Mindset and are ready to change and be held ac
countable with a friendly guide.
Our clients share our values and are excited to empower their teams to be successful
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Contact us

We look forward to working with you. Get in touch.
andreajonesconsulting.com | 503.957.4392 | andrea@andreajonesconsulting.com
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Additional Case Studies
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“

All the little things AJC has done added up
in small seemingly inconceivable
ways, including the mentality of our
meetings, and significant financial results
are already showing up – this project has
truly been transformational!
Client Vice President Business Development / Marketing
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Leadership transition planning and process documentation

Client Problem
Owner ready to retire, needs a Sustainable Management Team to run the Business

What we did
• Conducted an Organizational Development and Operational Needs Assessment to develop a Roadmap for transitioning daily operations to a new
Management team
• Facilitated development of Future State Roles & Responsibilities Chart to lead the organization, executed timeline to fill new Leadership Team
roles
• Documented Tribal Knowledge processes from Owner and key managers to allow transition of information and activities

Impact/Results
• New management team in place that can run daily operations of the business
• Tribal Knowledge documented and transferred from owner to key individuals in the organization
• Operational processes documented for new Management Team to evaluate for continuous improvement

Commercial construction material supplier
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Enabled Agile Transformation
Client Problem
Disorganized new product Introduction process lacked efficiency

What we did
• Trained entire NPI team (34+ people) in Agile Scrum
• Facilitated three Sprints to stand up four Engineering Teams in Scrum, documenting all Q&A to capture tribal knowledge
• Coach Scrum Master, Product Owner, and Management team for long-term sustainability of the process

Impact/Results
• Aligned team using the same NPI process
• Meeting, and exceeding, customer deliverable dates
• Leadership able to support ongoing growth and improvement of Agile Scrum in the organization

Department of Defense manufacturer
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Enabling the marketing and sales organization to adopt digital tech
Client Problem
Bring Global Awareness to Integrated Ecosystem of New Technology

What we did
• Develop a robust Communications Plan for Stakeholders for over 57 Global Affiliates
• Advise Executive and Global Integration Teams responsible for Executions on Stakeholder needs
• Generate high-value Messaging, Communications, and Awareness collateral for dissemination

Impact/Results
• Deployed Integrated Technology to 57+ Global Affiliates
• Aligned international teams on common goals
• Instilled long-lasting partnerships for future collaboration throughout the organization

Global Pharmaceutical Organization
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Closed compliance training completion gaps through enhanced comms
Client Problem
Need to Increase Disciplinary Consequences for missing Compliance Training Requirements in 4500+ department

What we did
• Developed new Disciplinary Action process, managed system enabler preparation to use new process
• Created and gained buy-in on sensitive Communications regarding change up and down department (to C-level)
• Facilitated Awareness Campaign to deploy new process and ensure full understanding of rationale.

Impact/Results
• Closed gaps in system Reporting and automated workflows
• EVP Approval of Communications strategy
• Stabilized Compliance Training for sustainable future, avoiding time-consuming “blitz” efforts at year’s end

Global Pharmaceutical / Biotech Company
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Integrated communications supporting a new product launch
Client Problem
Disparate Sales Force not aligned to HQ New Product Launch Messaging/Marketing

What we did
• Interviewed stakeholders across the organization to gain understanding and buy-in for strategic alignment
• Developed a thorough Change Management and “Surround Sound” Communications plan to deploy marketing messaging/materials from
Headquarters to the field
• Created templates and deployed communications as per the Change/Comms Plan and transitioned ownership to the client’s team

Impact/Results
• Alignment on NPI launch strategy across entire Sales/Marketing organization
• Internal Communications templates created and piloted for transition
• Trained internal team to sustain plan execution

Domestic Pharmaceutical / Biotech Company
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“

"Their resources were honest
about the things we needed to
do differently."

Will Fox, COO Precision Analytical
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“

"Without Andrea Jones
Consulting, LLC, none of the
accomplishments were possible."

Brad Lyons, President Power Systems West
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“

"The communication was great and
succinct."

DJ Schmidt, President & CEO IAHA
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“

“They’ve been a great partner —
we’ve been very impressed with
the resources they’ve provided
us so far.”
Jeff Stein, Director Supply Chain Erickson Air Crane
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“

“They provided the tools we
needed to communicate our
COVID-19 work transition to our
company effectively.”

Kristine Gittens, EVP Finance Benchmade
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“

"Andrea Jones Consulting’s team
is very professional and overly
communicative."

Kaci Cullen, EVP Engagement EC Electric
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“

"They want to help — they’re very
willing and able to assist you."

Amanda Vallie, Director of IT Fairchild Equipment
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